**FIRST Chesapeake volunteer roles that require all day commitment**

- **Referees** are the ultimate decision makers when it comes to the robot performance competition rounds. Referees receive training prior to the competition. Must be at least 21 years old.
- The **scorekeeper** records the scores in a scoring system and then posts them for the audience.
- **Judges** interview and observe teams to select team award recipients. Must be at least 21 years old to volunteer in this role for FTC, and 25 years old for FRC.
- **Emcees** are the ultimate competition announcers bringing fun and excitement to the event. They keep the event moving by keeping spectators informed of competition status.

**FIRST Chesapeake volunteer roles for partial commitment**

- The **queuers** help teams line up, or queue, prior to entering the robot competition area. Team queuing is key to keeping the event on schedule.
- The **pit administration helper** manages the pit and announcements made in the pit area and ensures teams move from the pit area to the queue area prior to their competition rounds.
- The **practice field assistant** ensures teams rotate through the practice table in a graciously professional way.
- The **field resetters** reset the competition field after each round has been scored. This is an active role that requires you to be on your feet. Best seat in the house for getting to see robot matches!
- The **photographer** helps **FIRST Chesapeake** catch candid photos of teams and kids having a great time! This role requires you to have your own camera/phone and the ability to deliver these photos at the end of the event.
- The **social media liaison** will help to capture key moments during the competition for posting on social media sites (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram). This role requires you to have a phone or camera that can send photos in real time to **FIRST Chesapeake** employees for social media usage.
- The **volunteer check-in volunteer** helps to get the 100+ volunteers signed in with a smile on their face! Organization is a must in this role. This role helps answer questions and direct volunteers throughout the day.

*Questions about volunteering? Contact us at volunteer@firstchesapeake.org or see our website www.firstchesapeake.org*